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Answer the following questions in 30-40 words:
(a) Why did Della cry on Christmas Eve?
(b) Which tragic happening in 1994 affected Bill Gates and how?
(c) Name the various elements of nature depicted in the play “Nature’s Message to Mankind”.
(d) Why did Ms Rain turn acidic?
(e) What were the main aims behind setting up Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation?
(f) Describe the trees and bushes that grew along the river.
Make sentences with the following words:
(a) cascade
(b) hover
(c) expedition
(d) mongrel
(e) willow
Answer the following:
(a) Suppose you have got a wonderful gift from your father on Christmas eve. Write a letter to your
friend sharing your feelings after receiving that surprise gift. (120 words)
(b) Imagine you went on an adventure trip to a forest or a wildlife sanctuary with your classmates and
teachers. Write a diary entry describing your stay and experience there. (120 words)
(c) What are the most important suggestions that you would like to put forth to safeguard nature? (120
words)
Read the given extract and answer the following questions:
Where the acorn tumbles down,
Where the ash tree sheds its berry,
With your fur so soft and brown,
With your eye so round and merry,
Scarcely moving the long grass ,
Fieldmouse,I can see you pass.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(c)

Name the poem and the poet.
Describe the appearance of the fieldmouse
Give the meaning of word ‘Scarcely’.
Who can see the fieldmouse moving?
Describe Time Traveller’s experience .
Rearrange the following to form meaningful sentences:
to overcome / have to sing / they seem to / at different frequencies / traffic noises
of their language / also speaks different dialects / birds of the same species / just like humans / living in
different areas
bravely / the / army / fight / tired / to / continued
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